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Abstract. In nature the genotype of many organisms exhibits diploidy, i.e., it includes two copies of
every gene. In this paper we describe the results of simulations comparing the behavior of haploid and
diploid populations of ecological neural networks living in both fixed and changing environments.
We show that diploid genotypes create more variability in fitness in the population than haploid
genotypes and buffer better environmental change; as a consequence, if one wants to obtain good
results for both average and peak fitness in a single population one should choose a diploid population
with an appropriate mutation rate. Some results of our simulations parallel biological findings.

1. Introduction
In simulations that apply genetic algorithms to populations of entities the researcher
must decide what is encoded in the genotype and how the genotype maps into the
phenotype. In most work applying genetic algorithms to populations of neural networks, the genotype directly encodes the phenotypical properties of the networks,
e.g., the network’s connection weights, so that the genotype-to-phenotype
mapping
is one-to-one. More complex mappings from the genotype to the phenotypical network have been proposed (cf., e.g., [l]) but the variety of genotype-to-phenotype
mappings that are found in real organisms is still largely to be explored and analyzed
with simulations.
In real organisms genotypes can be either haploid or diploid. A haploid genotype
contains a single set of instructions for constructing the phenotype. A diploid
genotype contains two distinct sets of instructions, i.e., two sets of chromosomes
each of which would be sufficient for constructing the phenotype. Since the two
sets of instructions tend to be nonidentical the phenotype is actually constructed
by using some instructions from one set and some instructions from the other set.
This mapping function results in the expression (dominance) and nonexpression
(recessivity) of particular fragments of the genetic code.
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In this paper we report some work that compares the performance of haploid
and diploid genotypes in populations of ecological neural networks, i.e., networks
controlling the behavior of organisms living in a (simulated) physical environment
[2]. We describe the results of simulations comparing the behavior of haploid and
diploid populations in both fixed and changing environments.

2. Simulations
The organism is a simulated mobile robot called Khepera [3,4]. The environment
is a rectangular box of 60 x 35 cm and the robot is rewarded (in the evolutionary
sense) for exploring as much as possible of this environment. The environment
includes a circular food area of 20 mm of diameter that may be located in different
positions in the environment. The robot has a food store that is full when the robot
starts exploring the environment and becomes progressively more empty during the
exploration. When the food store is completely empty the robot must find the food
area. The robot’s behavior is controlled by a feed-forward neural network with 10
input units (8 units encoding the activation level of the robot’s 8 infrared sensors,
1 unit encoding the current food level of the robot’s store, and 1 unit encoding
whether the robot is inside or outside the food area). Two output units encode the
speed of the robot’s two wheels and 2 bias units are connected to these output units.
A genetic algorithm [5] was used to evolve the connection weights of a population of such organisms. An initial population of 100 neural networks was generated
by assigning random weights to the 22 connections of each network. The 100 individuals were tested to determine their fitness by placing each of them in a separate
copy of the environment. The fitness of an individual was a function of both the
amount of environment the individual was able to explore and the ability of the
organism to return to the food area when its food store was empty. The 20 individuals that obtained the highest fitness score were allowed to reproduce by generating
five copies of their genotype with the addition to some random mutations. The 20
x 5 new individuals constituted the next generation. The process was repeated for
300 generations.
We used two different genotypes in two different sets of simulations. One
genotype was haploid, the other diploid. The haploid genotype included 22 chromosomes (n), one for each of the 22 connection weights of the neural network.
Each chromosome was a sequence of 8 bits which coded for a specific value of the
corresponding connection weight. The diploid genotype included 22pairs of chromosomes (2rz). Each pair of chromosomes coded for two (normally different) values
of the same connection weight. Each of the two homologous chromosomes was a
sequence of 10 bits. 8 of the 10 bits coded for weight value, as in the haploid genotype (structural gene). The remaining 2 bits coded for the dominance/recessivity
mechanism (dominance mudi$er genes; see Figure 1). Notice that in nature dominance can vary in degree, sometimes because of intervening modifiers genes that
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Figure
I. A pair of homologous chromosomes in a diploid genotype. In this case, in both
homologous chromosomes the first modifier gene is 1 and therefore, according to the dominance
rule, 0 dominates. Since the second modifier gene is 1 in the left chromosome and 0 in the
right one, the structural gene of the right chromosome gets expressed. By decoding the two 8
bit-strings and normalizing between - 10.0 and + 10.0, the left structural gene codes a value
of -2.0 while the right one codes a value of +7.6. The actual connection weight value will
then be +7.6. If the second modifier gene would have been either 1 or 0 in both chromosomes,
the weight value would have been the average of -2.0 and +7.6, that is, +2.8.

enhance (or decrease) the expression of another gene (or group of genes) involved
in a trait’s expression [6].
Conflicts that occurred in decoding the information contained in the structural
genes of two homologous chromosomes were resolved by the following mechanism: the first modifier gene was compared with the corresponding modifier gene
of the other chromosome and, by using the dominance rule (XOR rule: 00 and 11
give 0; 01 and 10 give l), it was decided which of the two structural genes would be
expressed if the second modifier gene was different in the two chromosomes (see
Figure 1). If the two chromosomes had an identical second modifier gene, however,
the value of the connection weight was the average of the values specified by the
structural genes in the two chromosomes (see Figure 1).

3. Results
We have done a number of simulations comparing populations of neural networks
with haploid and diploid genotypes. Notice that although diploids have more genes
than haploids (the double number of structural genes plus modifiers genes), the
resulting neural networks have the same number of weights. In our simulations
we have varied (a) the mutation rate, and (b) whether the population lives in an
unchanging environment or in an environment that changes each given number of
generations. In this paper we describe the results concerning haploid and diploid
populations living either in a fixed environment or in an environment that remains
fixed for the first 59 generations and then shifts back and forth between two different
forms each 25 generations.
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Figure 2. Average and peak fitness of haploid (left) and diploid (right) populations across 300
generations with mutation rates of 1% (black thick curve), 2% (grey curve), and 3% (black
thin curve). Average of 6 different replications of the simulation.

Figure 3. Average and peak fitness in a diploid population with 1% mutation rate (black
curves) and in a haploid population (grey curves) with 1% (left) and 3% (right) mutation rate.
Average of 6 different replications of the simulation.

Figure 2 gives the average and peak fitness of haploids (left) and diploids (right)
living in the fixed environment for mutation rates of l%, 2%, and 3%.
Both average and peak fitness of diploids increase linearly with decreasing
mutation rate whereas for haploids this is true for average fitness but for peak
fitness there is a reversal and the best results are obtained with a mutation rate of
3%. Haploids obtain better results than diploids in average fitness for all mutation
rates but the best peak fitness is reached by diploids with mutation rate of 1%.
Figure 3 compares average and peak fitness of diploids with mutation rate of
1% and of haploids with mutation rate of 1% (left) and 3% (right) in the changing environment. These conditions were chosen because, in a fixed environment,
diploids with 1% mutation rate obtain the best results for both average and peak
fitness of all diploids while among haploids the best average fitness is reached with
1% mutation rate and the best peak fitness with 3% mutation rate.
In analyzing the results of Figure 3, one must consider that in the fixed environment condition one can compare two different populations only with respect
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to rapidity of fitness increaseand to fitness level reachedafter 300 generations
(when fitnessis in a more or less steadystate).If the environmentchangesone can
also comparethe two populationswith respectto the amount of fitnessdecrease
observedin the first generationafter the environmenthaschanged.
Figure 3 showsthat if one wants to obtain good results for both averageand
peak fitnesswith a single populationone should choosea diploid populationwith
a mutation rate of 1%. When comparedwith haploids with 3% mutation rate this
population of diploids obtains better results for both averageand peak fitness
(right). Not only the diploids havemore rapid fitnessincreaseand higher terminal
fitness but their fitness appearsto be less negatively affected by environmental
change.When comparedwith haploids with 1% mutation rate (left) diploids with
1% mutation rate obtain slightly lessgood resultsfor averagefitnessbut only with
respectto level of terminal fitness. On the other hand, the diploids obtain better
peak fitnessthan the haploids.No single haploid populationis ableto reachthese
results.
4. Discussion
Let us considerthe resultswith fixed environmentfirst. Generally mutationstend
to havelarger effectson diploids than on haploidsbecausediploids havemodifier
genesthat are lacking in haploids.If a mutation affectsa modifier geneits effects
canbe very large andin any casemuch largerthan thoseof any mutation affecting
structuralgenes.Since most effects of mutationsare deleteriousmore individuals
arenegativelyaffectedby mutationsin diploids thanin haploids.Therefore,we find
that averagefitness is lower in diploids than in haploids with any given mutation
rate.
On the other hand, since in diploids mutations tend to have larger effects it
is more likely that some rare advantageousmutation results in someparticularly
good individual in diploids than in haploids. In other words, diploidy tends to
push averagefitness down but it may also causepeak fitness to go up. Hence,
diploids tend to have lower averagefitnessbut higher peak fitness than haploids.
More generallythe frequencydistribution of fitnessvaluestendsto be bimodal in
diploids and unimodal in haploids(cf. Figure 4).
However,theseresultsare obtainedonly for mutationsratesof 1% and 2%. A
mutation rate of 3% createstoo much disruption in the diploid population which
thereforeturns out to have both lower averageand peak fitness than the haploid
population.
Theseresultshold for both fixed and changingenvironments.However,in the
changingenvironmentdiploids exhibit anotherfeaturethat characterizesthem with
respectto haploids,i.e., their capacity to keep a genetic ‘memory’ of the pastthat
canbe useful when the populationmust re-adaptto an environmentto which it has
alreadyadaptedin the past. Haploids have all their genesexpressedand therefore
their entire geneticendowmentbecomesadaptedto the currentenvironment.When
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Figure 4. Frequencydistribution of individuals with various fitness values across 300 generations (sampled each 5 generations) in an unchanging environment for haploids (top graph) and
diploids (bottomgraph) with mutation rate of 1% in two representative simulations.

the environment changes, the negative effects on fitness are felt more strongly by
haploids than by diploids whose genetic 'memory', recorded in their non-expressed
genes, allows them to be less negatively affected by environmental changes.
In their theoretical and experimental analysis of diploidy and dominance applied
to a 0-1 knapsack problem, Smith and Goldberg [7] have shown that diploid genotypes perform in a temporally varying environment better than haploid ones because
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“diploidy embodiesa form of temporal memory that is distributedacrosspopulation”. Various studieshavefocusedon the useof diploid genotypesanddominance
operatorsin artificial genetic search(e.g., [8] and [9]) but, to our knowledge,the
presentwork is the first onecomparinghaploid anddiploid genotypesfor the optimization of neural networks. The study of diploidy in this type of optimization
problem is a hardonebecausedueto epistaticinteractionsthe quantity andquality
of effects on a neural network’s fitness of a single weight value dependon the
valuesof many other weights. As a consequence,it is less obvious that different
alleles may encodesolutionssuited for different environments.
From a biological point of view, the experimentalresultsof PaquinandAdams
[lo] on yeastpopulationsarethosemore usefully comparablewith our simulation
results.In somesimulationsnot reportedherein which the environmentshifts from
A to B andbackeveryother generation,diploid populationswith 1% mutation rate
show very little fluctuation in fitness value comparedwith haploids [I 11.In fact,
they seem to have found a good solution for both environments.This last result
supportsthe conclusionsof PaquinandAdams [lo] on the role of diploidy in shortterm adaptationto new environmentsin asexualorganisms.More generally,we
think that a deepertheoreticalanalysisof our approachcan provide useful insights
on the significanceand evolution of diploidy (cf. [ 111).
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